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Place We Were Made
Maisie Peters

 Notes: C is the base of the whole song, you re just changing the low note
through the whole thing. C/F and C/G
can be replaced with regular ole F and G, but the original uses C/F and C/G.
During the chorus, emphasize the
low note in the chord a lot, but note the original uses a piano for these, so
the low C and D have to be up
the octave on the guitar unless you want to use a different tuning.

Chords:
C/F: Play just like a C with your thumb on the low F.
All other chords normal

[Intro]
C Am C/G C/F

[Verse 1]
 C
Saturday night, living the dream
 Am
Ordering drinks with your brother s ID
    C/G                                    C/F
Pretending we like someone s girlfriend s band
 C
Put on our boots, carry our heels
 Am
Stumbling home over the field
C/G                               C/F
Gin from a bottle stolen from her dad

[Pre-Chorus]
    Am                     C/G
You smoke to choke the feeling
         C/E                 C/F
 Til the walls don t need a ceiling
       Am              C/G
All we talk about is leaving

[Chorus]
C            C/D      C/E
  All that I know is
          C/F       C/G
No matter how far away
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made
              C/D           C/E
I know every streetlight
               C/F         C/G



And maybe the colors will fade
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made
        C/D             C/E           C/F
By the late nights and fires on the beach
 C/G                    Am           C/F
Made by the small town secrets we d keep
C             C/D     C/E
  All that I know is
          C/F       C/G
No matter how far away
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made

Am C/G C/F

[Verse 2]
  C
Painting our face, straighten my hair
  Am
Wait for the bus, take us somewhere
   C/G                      C/F
Anywhere, as far away from home
  C
We re playing poker down in a shed
 Am
Talking about boys, now we call ex
  C/G                            C/F
Freezing cold and we don t even know

[Pre-Chorus]
     Am                  C/G
You smoke to choke the feeling
          C/E                 C/F
 Til the walls don t need a ceiling
        Am             C/G
All we talk about is leaving

[Chorus]
C            C/D        C/E
  All that I know is
           C/F      C/G
No matter how far away
  Am          C/F          C
This is the place we were made
               C/D         C/E
I know every streetlight
               C/F         C/G
And maybe the colors will fade
  Am         C/F           C
This is the place we were made
        C/D             C/E           C/F
By the late nights and fires on the beach



 C/G                    Am           C/F
Made by the small town secrets we d keep
C             C/D     C/E
  All that I know is
          C/F       C/G
No matter how far away
 Am          C/F            Am
This is the place we were made

Am   C/G  C/E   C/F  Am  C/G
Ooooh Oooooooh Ooooh

C            C/D      C/E
  All that I know is
          C/F       C/G
No matter how far away
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made
              C/D           C/E
I know every streetlight
               C/F         C/G
And maybe the colors will fade
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made
        C/D             C/E           C/F
By the late nights and fires on the beach
 C/G                    Am           C/F
Made by the small town secrets we d keep
C             C/D     C/E
  All that I know is
          C/F       C/G
No matter how far away
 Am          C/F            C
This is the place we were made 


